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MRD-150 (2.14.1) Measure the Yarkovsky acceleration of Bennu with a SNR ≥400 (Bennu 

ephemeris, Yarkovsky effect, Impact hazard) 

Summary of Requirement 

To fulfill the requirement, we need to measure thermal recoil acceleration on the asteroid based on tracking of 

the asteroid in its orbit and the observed deviation from a gravity-only trajectory. See the associated Data 

Product Description for details. A Level-2 requirement is to derive pseudo-range measurements from the Earth 

to the asteroid center of mass to better constrain the asteroid ephemeris. This product will be used to refine the 

asteroid ephemeris and update the impact hazard assessment. Given a joint global solution of the asteroid 

gravity and ephemeris, and the s/c ephemeris from Radio Science, it is straightforward to derive a pseudo-range 

measurement from the Earth to the asteroid center of mass. This product will be produced during regular radio 

science processing using standard astrodynamics routines. It will take as inputs the same as those of Radio 

Science. 

Data Products Required 

The data products required to obtain a measurement of the Yarkovsky effect include 

• Bennu shape model 

• Bennu spin state 

• Bennu thermo-physical model 

• Bennu pseudo-ranging measurements 

• Ground-based optical and radar astrometry, which are obtained from the IAU Minor Planet Center and 

the JPL Solar System Dynamics websites, respectively. 

Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations 

The primary observation set that supports this measurement are the Bennu pseudo-ranging (MRD-602) 

measurements. These will depend on the availability of planned DSN radio tracking data, which are required for 

safe navigation of the spacecraft. Similarly, Optical Navigation images are used, which are again required for 

mission success. 

Minimum Success Criteria 

We already have a detection of SNR ~200 and simulations indicate a factor six improvement with pseudo-

ranging measurements. (See Chesley et al., 2014, Icarus 235 5.) Minimum success should be to improve on the 

current SNR, which is already sufficient to test the efficacy of the bottom up Yarkovsky effect estimate (derived 

from a thermophysical model). 

Dependencies per Mission Phase 

After rendezvous, ephemeris updates will be informed by the latest radio science solution. The final estimate of 

the Yarkovsky effect will be conducted during return cruise based on a comprehensive reconstruction of the 

proximity operations period. 

Adequacy of the DRM 

There are no issues here and the DRM is fully adequate. 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/t7c3h2K/Yarkovsky_acceleration_MRD150.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/t7c3h2K/Yarkovsky_acceleration_MRD150.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/A5k5B4/Bennu_pseudoranging_MRD602.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/a6T6v6Z4/Shape_model_MRD123.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/J2g8A6/Pole_location_MRD127 wobble_MRD128_and_rotation_period_MRD129.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/G5H3Y5Q2/Asteroid_thermal_model_MRD156.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/A5k5B4/Bennu_pseudoranging_MRD602.html
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/mpc.html
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?radar
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/A5k5B4/Bennu_pseudoranging_MRD602.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/t6e8X7F


Data Products per Mission Phase 

Pseudo-ranging measurements are derived from radio science solutions obtained at appropriate time intervals 

during prox ops. There are no specific mission phases where they must take place, but Orbit A and B are 

expected to provide the primary source data. 

Overview of Processing 

Nonlinear heat transfer problem solved numerically (see MRD-156). 

Goal: Create a Yarkovsky effect asteroid model. Perform a thorough analysis of measurement requirements on 

the asteroid mass, shape, rotation state, orbital elements, albedo, and thermal emission.  

The magnitude of the Yarkovsky effect will be calculated in two ways: (a) a top down approach, and (b) a 

bottom up approach. 

• Top down – The existing astrometry data of Bennu, obtained by ground‐based observations, gives us a 

baseline estimate of the amount of orbital displacement produced by the Yarkovsky effect. The task is to 

combine these data with OSIRIS‐REx spacecraft tracking data obtained while it is in orbit around 

Bennu. This will allow us to further refine how Bennu's orbit has changed over time, and thereby 

improve on the estimate of the magnitude of Yarkovsky thermal forces on Bennu. 

• Bottom‐up – We will create a comprehensive thermal model of Bennu to calculate the accelerations 

produced by the emission of thermal radiation. The results of this “bottom‐up” approach can be directly 

compared to “top down” method. The measurements come from the OTES instrument, which makes its 

global and site specific observations for the Spectral, Thermal Inertia, and Temperature maps. 

Method (a) is the most accurate way to derive the Yarkovsky effect, since it directly measures the orbital 

displacement of Bennu. How the Yarkovsky effect depends on actual asteroid parameters, however, is better 

discerned by method (b). The task of the science team will be to determine these dependencies in a comparison 

between (a) and (b).  

Evaluation of impact hazard. Bennu will undergo a close approach to Earth (at about one lunar distance) in 

2135. This encounter will scatter nearby trajectories, and the current uncertainty on the 2135 b-plane includes 

numerous keyholes leading to impact in the years 2175-2196, as described in Chesley et al. (2014), who 

estimated the cumulative impact probability at 3.7x10^-4. Using the same numerical techniques described in 

that paper (primarily Monte Carlo and LOV methods), we will re-evaluate the uncertainty footprint on the 2135 

b-plane and compute the updated impact probabilities for all keyholes that fall within the 2135 b-plane 

footprint. This is essentially an update of Table 9 in Chesley et al. (2014) based on the additional information 

derived from the MRD-602 pseudo-range measurements. As described in Chesley at al. (2014), we anticipate a 

reduction in the b-plane uncertainty by a factor ~60x, and so most keyholes will fall outside of the b-plane 

footprint; however, any keyholes remaining in the b-plane footprint will have significantly elevated impact 

probabilities, and smaller keyholes that were previously below the threshold of detection may become resolved. 

Provenance of Algorithms, Software and Techniques 

All-well tested and documented in the literature. See Chesley et al., 2014, Icarus 235 5. Primary software is 

JPL's MONTE spacecraft navigation package and JPL SSD's Asteroid & Comet Orbit Determination Package.  

Expected/Simulated Data 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/d2r555N6/MRD156.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/t6e8X7F
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/A5k5B4


A Bennu ephemeris file is an ancillary byproduct of meeting this requirement. See the MRD-150 Data Product 

Description. 

Analysis & Verification Methods 

This investigation is an extension of the results already published in Chesley et al. (2014). This manuscript 

demonstrates the team's capability to determine the Yarkovsky effect using orbital ephemeris data. Satisfaction 

of this requirement will build on this baseline result by extending the orbital arc over which analysis can be 

performed.  

The analysis approach for determining the SNR is to estimate the rate of drift, as the mean semi-major axis rate 

of change (da/dt). In the process an uncertainty is derived and the SNR is the quotient of the estimated drift rate 

divided by its uncertainty. 

Existing or Potential Liens 

None. 

SPOC Requirements 

SPOC must provide access to the repository for processed data from the Radio Science Working Group as well 

as the input data products from the Spectral Analysis WG, the Thermal Analysis WG, and the Altimetry WG. 

External Interfaces 

None. 
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Data Products  

Asteroid Ephemeris  

See the Bennu Ephemeris Data Product Description for more details.  

Asteroid Ephemeris Files: Files that encode polynomials describing the position and velocity of the target 

asteroid at requested times. This is needed by FDS for navigation purposes and by the science team for a 

number of ancillary tasks.  

Two file types will be delivered:  

·      NAVIO – proprietary JPL file format required by FDS  

·      SPK – NAIF standard format used by everyone except Kinetx  

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/q4C969Q/Bennu_ephemeris_MRD150.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/q4C969Q/Bennu_ephemeris_MRD150.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/t6e8X7F
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/q4C969Q/Bennu_ephemeris_MRD150.html


Asteroid Pseudo‐range Measurements  

A Level-2 requirement is to derive pseudo-range measurements from the Earth to the asteroid center of mass to 

better constrain the asteroid ephemeris. This product will be used to refine the asteroid ephemeris and update 

the impact hazard assessment. Given a joint global solution of the asteroid gravity and ephemeris, and the s/c 

ephemeris from Radio Science, it is straightforward to derive a pseudo-range measurement from the Earth to the 

asteroid center of mass. This product will be produced during regular radio science processing using standard 

astrodynamics routines. IT will take as inputs the same as those of Radio Science. 

Yarkovsky Acceleration  

This is a measurement of the thermal recoil acceleration on the asteroid based on tracking of the asteroid in its 

orbit and the observed deviation from a gravity-only trajectory. See the associated Data Product Description for 

details. 

Impact Hazard Assessment  

This is a post‐post‐processing product, and is routinely handled by NASA's NEO Program Office. See the 

associated Data Product Description for details. 

Process Overview  

Nonlinear heat transfer problem solved numerically. This is special purpose software to be developed in the 

course of the mission Phase C/D/E.  

Goal: Create Yarkovsky effect asteroid model. Perform a thorough analysis of measurement requirements on 

the asteroid mass, shape, rotation state, orbital elements, albedo, and thermal emission.   

The magnitude of the Yarkovsky effect in the DEWG will be calculated in two ways:  

(a) a top down approach, and (b) a bottom up approach.  

• Top down – The existing astrometry data of RQ36, obtained by ground‐based observations, gives us a baseline 

estimate of the amount of orbital displacement produced by the Yarkovsky effect. The task is to combine these 

data with OSIRIS‐REx spacecraft tracking data obtained while it is in orbit around RQ36. This will allow us to 

further refine how RQ36’s orbit has changed over time, and thereby estimate the magnitude of Yarkovsky 

thermal forces on RQ36.  

• Bottom‐up – Here we will create a comprehensive thermal model of RQ36 to calculate the accelerations 

produced by the emission of thermal radiation. The results of this“bottom‐up” approach can be directly 

compared to “top down” method. The measurements come from the OTES instrument, which makes its global 

and site specific observations for the Spectral, Thermal Inertia, and Temperature maps.  

Method (a) is the most accurate way to derive the Yarkovsky effect, since it directly measures the orbital 

displacement of RQ36. How the Yarkovsky effect depends on actual asteroid parameters, however, is better 

discerned by method (b). The task of the science team will be to determine these dependencies in a comparison 

between (a) and (b).   

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/A5k5B4/Bennu_pseudoranging_MRD602.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/t7c3h2K/Yarkovsky_acceleration_MRD150.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/C3S149p6u/Planetary_Encounters__Impact_Hazard_MRD150.html


Evaluation of impact hazard:  Use Monte‐Carlo model to test many future orbital solutions for 1999 RQ36 

given current orbital uncertainties. Tracks are in blue. See how many test asteroids end up striking the Earth 

(shown in red). Use these values to determine impact probability between RQ36 and the Earth. If RQ36 passes 

through certain orbital “keyholes”, impact probabilities with Earth increase by a lot. Mapping keyholes allows 

one to better determine this probability.  

Expected Data Return by Mission Phase  

After rendezvous, ephemeris updates will be informed by the latest radio science solution.  

Availability of Input Data Products  

The Yarkovsky model is based on the thermophysical model of the asteroid. It relies on the shape and spin state 

models. And it relies on the albedo and thermal inertia maps. Ideally, the surface roughness map should also 

inform it, if such a one is to be available.  

The thermal model will enable the team to ingest measurements of the surface and calculate thermal inertia and 

temperature imbalance (for the Yarkovsky experiment) and predict temperatures for future mission phases.   

Products to the SPOC will include temperature predictions, temperature imbalances, thermal inertia values, and 

the model itself.  

Input data will come from OTES spot temperatures, OLA surface slopes, OVIRS or OCAMS surface albedos, 

and time of day.  

Data Processing Tasks  

Orbital displacement produced by Yarkovsky Effect can be measured if enough accurate observations exist over 

a long enough baseline. From this, we can derive da/dt.  

Time-frame for Data Processing  

Need details 

Analysis and verification methods  

Need details 

Software  

We have two independent code sets (Open University and Charles University) that could be brought to bear on 

the problem. The thought is to use them both in order to provide independent validation.  

 


